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The study explores that even in the 21st century Kashmir is deprivefrom freedom under government of of Nraendra Modi. Since 1947there is a stark restriction on basic human freedoms and blood-lettingcontinues in the Kashmir Valley which has undermined the peaceprocess and prosperity of the region. Kashmir under the partition planof Indian Independence act was free to join India or Pakistan but Indiais always a hurdle in the way of Kashmir’s right of self-determination.Hindutva project of Modi and his party is humiliating Muslims inKashmir. A shameless and disrespectful boldness of Modi led BJPgovernment and its violent attack on federalism and democracyfurther stir up alienation among Kashmiri people instead of fosteringsense of belonging to the Indian union. Whatever political, physicaland psychological mark has to be forced to endure by India andPakistan over Kashmir due to stubborn attitude and authoritarian ruleof Indian government, it is Kashmir that on every occasion sufferedmore. The study is based on qualitative methods and examines theimpacts of Modi Nationalism in Kashmir that how it is making thefuture of south Asian region darker.
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IntroductionIndia which is considered as world’s largest democracy is ruling without justiceand practicing the fascist ideology under the leadership of Modi in Kashmir. It is totallyagainst the democratic principles of democracy. Once a Kashmiri protestor in Srinagar putthese words about Indian government in his poster that ‘Democracy without justice=Demon Crazy’. (Roy, 2009, p.xi).BJP does not have the mandate of people and ruthlesslypromoting his fascist agenda in Kashmir.  Sang Privar which is Hindu, political and culturalorganization and joint family of BJP, RSS, Bajrang Dal and VHP. This organization providesall of them basis for promoting Hindu Nationalism allover in India and in Kashmir. SangParivar administer under a mandate of communal hatred. It has been injecting a poisoninto the bloodstream of civil society by propagating young minds with religious hatred andanti-Muslims feelings. (Roy, 2009). Hundreds of RSS Shakhs across India is doing suchactivities to fulfill its fascist agenda. Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sang (RSS) is moral andcultural association of the BJP (Roy, 2009). It was founded in 1925 by Dr. K. B. Hedgewar.
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He had great inspiration from Benito Mussolini and idealized her ideology of Italianfascism. For him Hitler too was an inspirational figure. So, he opted ideology of Hindutvafor promoting Hindu Nationalism. RSS is now projecting Hedgewear ideology of HinduNationalism without caring the religious sentiments of other communities. BJP who is thefollower of RSS and it has close link with its Hindu militant organization which is creatingunrest in Kashmir by promoting Hindutva ruthlessly. (Roy, 2009, p.146).There are fewquotes given in the bible of RSS that exposed mentality and fascist ideology of Modi inIndian Occupied Kashmir. RSS bible named as ‘We, Our, Nationhood ’well-defined by M.SGolwalker who succeeded Dr. Hedgewar as head of the RSS stated that:“Ever since that evil day, when Moslems first landed in Hindustan, right up to thepresent moment, the Hindu Nation had been gallantly fighting on to take on thesedespoilers. The race spirit has been awakening” (Roy, 2009, p.147).It is a significant work that helps us to understand the fundamental beliefs of theHindu nationalist right in India. Golwalkar concludes his argument that a ‘Nation is acompound of five distinct factors fused into one indissoluble whole… Geographical(country), Racial (Race), Religious (Religion), Cultural (Culture) and Linguistic (language)’.He believes that religion is the integral part of nationality, and that ‘with us, every action inlife, individual, social or political, is a command of Religion’. Culture and politics are notseparate from religion. He excludes everything which is not ‘Hindu’ from being a part of thenational culture. This approach is mirrored in the actions of RSS/BJP even today. Forexample, they call to change the name of roads and cities whose names contain a non-Hindu influence (Masood, et. al. 2020) (Pegajtraju, 2021).He openly states that “all those,who fall outside the five-fold limits of that idea, can have no place in the national life,unless they abandon their differences, adopt the religion, culture and language of theNation and completely merge themselves in the National Race”. In his opinion, minoritieshave to integrate themselves into the National Race ‘by losing all consciousness of theirseparate existence, forgetting their foreign origin. If they do not do so, they live merely asoutsiders’; they ‘may stay in the country, wholly subordinated to the Hindu Nation,claiming nothing, deserving no privileges, far less any preferential treatment – not evencitizen’s rights’. (Pegajtraju, 2021).Today, if we see these words are not only theexpressions of extremism but seems closer to being true because of the plan of BJP for theenactment of Reorganization Act of Oct 31, 2019 and the Citizenship Amendment bill. Thisis clearly shows that the RSS/BJP is completely following all those views which areexpressed in the bible of RSS.Communal government of Modi is doing every possible effort to convert India intoa Hindu Rashtara since past and also suppressing every voice that raises against its brutalpolicies. On August 05, 2019 BJP government’s illegitimate actions in Indian illegallyoccupied Jammu and Kashmir under the leadership of Modi have again proved that India isa fascist state.“Fascist Indian government is hell bent upon converting IIOJK’s Muslim majorityinto a minority”(Kashmir Media Service, 2021).Fascist ideology of Modi is the biggest danger for South Asia’s peace and stability.
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Professor Prabhat Patnaik who was left-wing intellectual, formerly working atCambridge University and now at Jawaharlal Nehru University, views that:“The Hindutva movement as it has emerged is, almost in a classical sense, Fascist inits ideology, Fascist in its class support, Fascist in its methods, and Fascist in itsprogramme” (Hussain, 2019).One of the main Fascist agenda is the racial superiority through the expansion ofterritory to restore its magnificent historical kingdom. To enhance the military power bythe production of military weapons for victory in war by Hitler was significant prove of thisidea that the ‘Master race’ could establish hegemony over neighboring countries and‘inferior races’.The annexation of Indian Occupied Kashmir by Narendra Modi shows thathe is full supporter of Hitler’s Fascism and its propagation. It is explicitly stated in theManifesto of BJP’s document of 2019 that:“We reiterate our position since the time of the Jan Sangh to the abrogation ofArticle 370.”(Hussain, 2019).According to some analysts, the annexation of Indian Occupied Kashmir by BJPgovernment is only the first step to fulfill the project of Hindutva. The next step towardsthe accomplishment of Hindutva project is to merge Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistanwith Bharat Mata. Their intention of further expansion of territory was made clear by thespeech of their Home Minister Amit Shahin the Indian parliament. He stated that:“PoK also falls within Kashmir. We will give up our lives for it”(Hussain, 2019).Once again after Modi’s policies Kashmir has been caught up in the political andnationalist winds.
Modi’s Fascist Ideology and Prosecution of Cruel LawsUnder Prime Minister, Narendra ModiIndia has become a fascist state. As a memberof extremist Hindu organization named as (RSS) Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, he isfollowing the Nazi-ideology in Kashmir which has serious implications in future. Accordingto research report of Kashmir Media Service:“Modi-led communal government was leaving no stone unturned to convert Indiainto a Hindu Rashtara and suppressing every voice that criticizes its cruelpolicies”.(Kashmir Media Service, 2021).Modi is working for Akhand Bharat which means “undivided India” to keep thepurity of the land of Indian subcontinent by restoring it towards Hinduism under Hindutvaproject. Therefore, he is taking steps by passing cruel laws to covert Kashmir into the landof Hindu and trying to make it permanent part of Indian state by ignoring the mandate ofpeople.India is not willing to give the right of Self-determination to the people of Kashmirand ruthlessly promoting its fascist ideology (Hussain, 2019).

Abrogation of Articles 370 and 35A of the Indian ConstitutionOn 4 August 2019, BJP led government took harsh steps against people of Kashmirand phones in the valley went dead and internet connections were cut. Life was completelyblocked and strict military curfew was imposed on people. On 5 August, thousands of
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people from young children to teenage were arrested and put into preventive detention.On 6 August, a bill was passed in parliament and it had damaged the autonomy of state ofJammu and Kashmir and its special status preserved in the constitution of India. (BBC
News, 2020).On 4 August 2019, BJP led government took harsh steps against people ofKashmir and phones in the valley went dead and internet connections were cut. The statewas demoted into two union territories named as Ladakh and Jammu and Kashmir. It wasdecided that Ladakh would have no legislature and would be controlled directly by NewDelhi. It was political and ideological agenda of Bharatiya Janata Party to remove thespecial status of Jammu and Kashmir and merge it into Indian Territory. It was also clearlymentioned in the manifesto of BJP’s 2019 Lok Sabha Election “abrogation” of Article 370and the annulment of Article 35A, which allowed the J&K legislature to define permanentresidents of the state” (BBC News,2019).After this Modi’s action everybody came to know about the real designs andintentions of BJP-led Hindu nationalist government. Former CM Mahbooba Mufti told theBBC after the act of annexation of Jammu & Kashmir by Narendra Modi: "They just want tooccupy our land and want to make this Muslim-majority state like any other state andreduce us to a minority and disempowered us totally." (BBC News, 2019).From Farooq Abdullah to Ms. Mehboba Mufti who wants complete emancipation ofKashmiri people now got idea that how it feels to live under a cruel and oppressive regimeof Modi (Khokhar, 2019).
The Jammu and Kashmir Reorganization Act 2019The main purpose of Jammu and Kashmir Reorganization Act 2019 is that to holdgreat control over the Kashmiri people and on their local and administrative affairs. (Loc,2019).BJP took this step to get more legislative powers in J&K in addition to control thepolice and defense of public order. The decision of quick implementation of reorganizationAct 2019 after repealing special status of J&K’s and BJP was anticipating violent civilianprotest and unrest among people in the Kashmir Valley. So, it wanted to control all suchsituation immediately. Nevertheless, Indian Home Minister Amit Shah guaranteed theparliament that when the situation came back to normal and “the right time comes,” thecentral government will once again grant full “state” status to the union territory of J&K”(Sharma, 2019).
Indian Citizenship Amendment Act 2019On December, 2019 controversial bill was passed in the parliament of India. Thebill grants nationality to victimized communities of Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsisand Christians who moved towards Pakistan, Bangladesh and Afghanistan. This isconsidered as extremist action and fascist measures of the Bharatiya Janata Party toimpose Hindutva ideology and to convert Muslim majority into minority specifically inKashmir so that Muslims can face brunt of persecution. (Rasool, 2019).People all over Indiagave violent response through demonstrations towards this bill. As protesters stated that itwould convert thousands of illegal immigrants into legal residents. According to renownedhistorian Mukul Kesavanthe bill is "couched in the language of refuge and seeminglydirected at foreigners, but its main purpose is the delegitimization of Muslims' citizenship".(BBC News, 2019).
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Communal hatred is in the manifestation of RSS and as a member of thisorganization Modi is promoting this and creating disturbance in Muslim communities.Modi under his BJP government wanted to expand Hindutva by adding Hindus andexcluding Muslims from all over India and In Kashmir. This action of BJP government isagainst its spirit of democracy and secularism that mentions in the Indian constitution.(Roy, 2009).
Political Impact of Modi’s act of Removal of Jammu and Kashmir Special StatusThere are several possible political implications of the decision of BJP governmentto abrogate Article 370 and 35A. (ORF, 2020).Firstly, Indian government may now be ableto hold strong control over Kashmir and would claim that the issue of Kashmir is “internal”matter of India and then no third party is required for mediation. Secondly, this issue hascreated possible civilian unrest and has increased terror attacks in the Valley which israising conflicts between the government of India and Pakistan as Pakistan also claim itshold over Kashmir valley due to majority of Muslims communities resides over there.Thirdly, all such contentious policies of Modi have closed all the doors for bilateral talksbetween India and Pakistan for the resolution of Kashmir issue. Fourthly, Kashmiri willabide by Indian constitution and they have to surrender their constitutional power beforeIndian government. People from outside the Kashmir region now can live there and canbuy property or land. According to BJP these steps will bring prosperity into the region butif we deeply analyze its policies we came to know that this action has been taken forgetting numeric advantage in the next elections of 2024 by opening this land for Hindumajorities and by adding this territory into Indian Union (Sharma, 2019).
Modi’s Ideology: Biggest threat to Regional PeaceAfter the revocation of special status of Jammu and Kashmir and India’s effort tomerge J&K into Indian union is widening dispute between two nuclear states betweenPakistan and India and it has now become threat for regional peace and stability becauseboth these states claim their sovereignty over Jammu and Kashmir.(Akbar, 2020). Since theindependence of Pakistan, both India and Pakistan have fought two wars in the year 1948,1965 over Kashmir issue. Several Kashmiri liberation groups in Jammu and Kashmir havebeen fighting against Indian government rule for emancipation. Conflict in Kashmir due tothe Indian fascism is creating serious threat to peace and stability in the region. (Times,2020).Indian occupational forces are doing harm and physical tortures to the people, theideology of Hindutava under Modi government is becoming a threat to neighboring states.Modi fascist government is damaging the identity of minorities of India as it is convertingthem into second class citizens therefore; frustration among citizens is a threat to regionalpeace. Illegal annexation of IIOJK by Modi government which had put the peace of SouthAsia at stake. India wanted to establish its hegemony over South Asia has always createdinstability in the region (Akbar, 2020).
Future ProspectsBJP government under the leadership of Modi is a perfect illustration of promotingfascism in Kashmir. The concept of largest democracy of India is dooming under Modi’s BJPgovernment because he is militarizing the civil society so that he can stop their voices forliberation and against his brutal rule. Violence in the valley due to illegal actions of BJPgovernment is the most significant indicator that their behaviors are authoritarian and
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projecting fascism to fulfill their Hindutva ideology.(Bose, Jalal, 2021). Communal violenceunder BJP government has been widened in Kashmir after the introduction of itscontroversial policies. Fascist ideology and policies of Modi are making him directdescendants of Hitler and Mussolini. According to renowned writer Arundhati Roy, BJPfascist policies danger will come in the Jammu and Kashmir from many directions becausefar-right Hindu Nationalist organization RSS which has almost 6000,000 members inwhich most of the ministers of BJP and Modi is giving training to volunteer militias who areinspired by Mussolini’s Black shirts. (Roy,2020). As Black shirts are most distinguisheduniform of Fascist organization in Italy it seems that BJP has got legal power under RSS tocreate violence against Muslims and Dalit and to tore the social fabric of J & k. These kindsof policies and actions by BJP will not only increase danger in Indian Occupied Kashmir butalso has potential to create instability inthe South Asian region. (Akbar,2020). More thanone year has passed to the arbitrary abrogation of Article 370 and 35A of the IndianConstitution the situation has become worst by continuous violation of ceasefire by Indiantroops, cross border firing of Indian troops on innocent civilian population on Pakistaniside of the border. If India under Modi will continue its fascist agenda the situation canbecome more dreadful for India and Pakistan in future (Roy, 2020).
ConclusionIndia has become a hypocrite state because it uses the name of democraticprinciples but in actual terms it is promoting fascist ideology under the leadership of Modi.BJP led government has done so much injustice in Kashmir by the enforcement of illegaland controversial laws in Jammu and Kashmir. To hold regular elections in Kashmir cannotprovide justification to the Indian government that it is following Democratic principles.The blatantly rigged elections in the region and Indian military occupation clearly rejectedIndian claim of democratic country. Revocation of Jammu and Kashmir special status byviolating Article 370 and Indian organization act are not less to glorify Modi Fascism inKashmir. Article 35A which provides legal security to Kashmiri people that they can livefreely but its dissolution means to make the minority in their own territory where they arein majority and Kashmir “being open for business” means territory is open for Israeli-stylesettlements and population transfers in Tiberan-style. Naredra Modi’s fascism is creatingviolence in Kashmir and it has become a threat to peace for Pakistan as well. Both havelaunched airstrikes against each other after august 4 illegal actions by Modi. No one dare tospeak about the fascist ideology and atrocities of BJP government in Kashmir. The worldhas to stand for the protection of human rights and should talk about curfew in the valley,illegal mass arrests and lockdown as it is the sheer violation of human rights. However,Indian cannot fool all the people all the time, its short term solution is just adding fuel tofire and creating unrest in Kashmir. Kashmir dispute can only be resolve on humanitarianbasis. To stop Modi fascism negotiations will have to be prepared between India andPakistan deviate from the ideology of one party and solution should purely base on thebest interest of Kashmiri people and it is only possible if India admit their right of self-determination according to UN resolution. As BJP does not have mandate of Kashmiripeople and their support to pass through the Hindutva projects.
RecommendationsKashmir which is the long standing issue between India and Pakistan can only beresolved on humanitarian basis. India is trying to merge Jammu and Kashmir into Indian
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Union should be stopped by International community forcefully. It is the responsibility ofUNO to hold plebiscite under its own supervision in Jammu and Kashmir and then decidethe solution of Kashmir dispute. Pro Indian states in UNO should understand that this issuehas potential to destroy the peace of world so they have to play their role to cease theillegal activates of Modi led Indian government in Jammu and Kashmir. World powers canblock off the actions of Modi in Kashmir valley for violating the International humanitarianlaw.
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